10 Good Reasons to buy Microwave

“Affinity’s link has been a great
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success; we’ve had excellent
performance year on year”
1 Money saving
Usually pays for itself in 18 Months, no heavy
recurring annual costs means that microwave
normally saves money over a typical 3 Year
comparison period.

2 Quick installation
Very quick to install, equipment can be
installed in days following order to provide
high speed connectivity to your site. No 65+
day lead times that are subject to Council
permission for wayleave agreements and
road closure delays!

3 High throughput & performance
Deliver high capacity full duplex connectivity
to your remote site very quickly.
Bandwidths from 40Mbps to 1Gbps
available, for short industrial estate hops, or
to reach over long distances when using
licenced microwave.

4 Add Bandwidth in seconds
Need more bandwidth? The vast majority of our
microwave vendors provide scaleability built into
their products. If you need to add more bandwidth
you can purchase an email able licence key. Once
added to the system, bandwidth is added to the
system instantly with no requirement for
engineering visits or hardware changes.

5 Only viable option
If your business is located in an area with poor
fibre infrastructure, or you have something
like a large road, canal or expanse of water to
cross then microwave is the only option.
Modern high reliability microwave products
make connecting difficult to reach buildings
very easy.
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6 Tax options
Any equipment that you own can have a
capital allowance against tax (CAPEX). If you
don’t want to own the equipment then you
can spread the cost with one of our
competitively priced lease or rental
packages and run it as an Operating expense
(OPEX). A microwave link from affinity puts
you in control of your finances

7 Resilience
Microwave can offer an alternative path to
back up existing leased line connections.
Through the air connectivity can be an
integral part of your Disaster Recovery Plan.
Even with diverse routed fibre into buildings
they can very often be found to run in the
same duct making the site vulnerable to
external damage.

8 Temporary Link
We can rent microwave equipment to you
on a temporary basis to provide connectivity
to your site quickly and without the high
cost of purchasing equipment.

9 Free site survey
All our surveys within a certain range of our
offices are available free of charge. We can
discuss your requirements and give you a fixed
price quotation for the connectivity and
bandwidth you need.

10 Redeployable
Moving premises? The microwave equipment
cab be redeployed at your new site. You do
not need to enter into another 3 year contract
or face further heavy upfront costs to install
when compared to a Leased Line.
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